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In times of sit-in  
Islamabad, 2014 
 
The night is solid black, a reliable mask 
never to rumble people sleep stone-heavy 
 
after what happened to their lives, broken bones 
wrenched flesh, cameras spied on faces 
 
under the husky thinness of a dolling moon  
language did the rest of clubbing 
 
in portable beds drinking from greasy cups 
tongue liberated on music under sudden rains 
 
at a distance generators groaned crazily  
a parliament of deaf fueled a choric anger 
 
when a nightjar ripped their complacency.  
I am born in silence. The fake cries 
 
were of wrapped prostitutes in murky cars 
hobbled on green belts, and appeased 
 
my desire of an adventurous love while 
mouths were kidnapped, and jagged words 
 
swished like cutlasses, when mosquitoes  
pinched earlobes and I chafed knuckles 
 
there was no one to choreograph the climax 
with a shut gate of a big house in front of me. 
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